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Keyword for Successful of SDGs

- Strong ownership from multi-stakeholders (local government, CSO, universities, marginalized groups)
- Swift from BAU into innovative approach (transformative, interlinkages, multi-sector)
- Inclusive (recognition, expression and participation; co-governance; co-creation, co-finance, co-implementation, etc)
What Is Needed

Politically Correct
Commitment Politic from National and Local Leader
Reflect The Priorities of The President

Technically Correct
Accelerate and Improving the ambition of Development Plan

Socially Correct
Involving All Stakeholders and Ensuring “Leave No One Behind”

But How...?
In Fact...

SDGs is not giving a big political incentives to the politicians

- SDGs as a global agenda
- Political transition in 2014
- SDGs does not provide practical tools, only the outcome

Business as Usual Approach from The Bureaucracy

- Failed to deliver of program development
- Lack of coordination among ministry

Lack of Capacity of CSOs

- Financing
- Capacities to work together with other stakeholders
What We Did...

Political Action
Met with Vice President and President of Indonesia
Met Ministry of National Development Planning
Met with Presidential Head of Staff

Technical Action
Developed “SDGs Guide Book for Local Government and Stakeholders”
Conducted SDGs training for local government and local CSOs
Developed Technical Guide Book for Goal 10, Goal 5, Goal 6
What We Did...

Networking and Campaign

Held Annual SDGs National Conference for CSO since 2013
Launched Civil Ambassador for SDGs
Established CSO Coalition for SDGs in Indonesia
SDGs raising awareness for Local Government and Universities
Achievements

Final Draft of Presidential Regulation as a Legal Basis to Implement the SDGs

Based on the Draft – there will be National Coordination Team as an Institution to Implement the SDGs

Commitment from some Local Government and Universities to implement the SDGs

Raising awareness from CSOs about SDGs and how to implement the SDGs

**Special Case** – writing together the VNR report